What’s on
Enjoy a weekend of stories! Wrap up warm and make your
way between different historic homes to listen to stories
around a fire. We will be telling a variety of historic tale,
classics and new work inspired by the Museum.
Also today is our annual wassailing. You can join a procession,
with music, songs and short performances, from the market
square to orchard for the wassail to ensure a good harvest. In
the orchard an apple tree will be decorated – there is a
ceremony with bread, salt and cider.

Open today 10.30-4pm

Historic Life weekend:
Stories

Saturday 18 January

Listening to a story around a fire would have been common in the past, especially in

winter months. Stories can teach us useful messages, pass knowledge from one
generation to the next and be great fun through a shared experience.

In Poplar Cottage, R2:
 From ‘The Book of Fires’ by Jane Borodale, read by Jane (the stories starts in

Poplar Cottage itself) at 11.30, 1.00, 2.30 (A)

We invite you today to choose your stories from the list below:

1752. As winter approaches, two guilty secrets drive seventeen-year-old Agnes Trussel to run

F = suitable for children 7+; A = suitable for adults; Y = suitable for younger children below 7 years

away from her home in rural Sussex. Pregnant with an unwanted child and carrying stolen coins,
she is shocked by the squalor and poverty of London.

In Bayleaf farmhouse, B1:
 A smuggler’s tale, at 11.30 and 12.30 (A)

At 2.00 join a 40-minute tour of the Downland Gridshell building and
artefact store, D1

 The Poacher and the Judge, at 12.00 and 13.00 (F)

Also today:
In the House from North Cray, M4:
 Tudor tales from the Yarnsmith of Norwich, at 11.00, 12.00, 2.00, 3.00 (F & Y)

 Wassailing. Please join the procession from the market square at 1pm, 2.15pm

or 3.30pm
 Find out more about the Wassailing at Tindalls Cottage, R3 with short talks at

In the House from Walderton, M5:
 Myths and legends, (from Neil Gaiman’s Norse Mythology) at 11.00, 11.30,

12.30, 1.00, 2.30, 3.00 (F)

11am, 1pm, 3pm (lasts for 45-50 minutes)
 Meet the bakers, find out about baking in a wood-fired oven and taste bread

(from c. 1pm) in the Bakehouse from Newdigate, C18

In the Saxon building, E3:

 Meet the millers, C9

 From ’Obsidian’ by Suzie Wilde, read by Suzie (inspired by the Museum), at

 Exhibition: ‘The Maiden, The Neck and The Mare’ - art, traditions and beliefs

12.00, 1.30, 2.30 (A)

associated with corn dollies, with original examples and artists interpretations,

The story is set in Iceland at the time of Viking settlement, when Bera has to travel to the Far

in the Michael Burton Gallery, D3

North to steal Obsidian and stop the world being ripped apart by a chain of earthquakes

 Magical and mysterious tales from the England and beyond, at 11.30, 2.00,

3.00 (Y & F)

 Find out about medicine and hygiene in medieval England from the medieval

shop from Horsham, M2 (10.30, 12.30, 3.00)
 See what’s cooking in Winkhurst Tudor kitchen, B2

In Pendean Farmhouse, R4:

 Spot the animals around the Museum, including the heavy horses.

 The tremendous turnip and other traditional tales, at 11.30, 1.30, 2.30 (F & Y)

 Discover our family activity hub where you can dress as a Victorian,

 Extracts from Shakespeare; hear the voices of some of Shakespeare's rural

characters and their views on life, at 12.00, 2.00, 3.00 (A)
Please note that there will be fires in many of the buildings where the stories are told

explore the gypsy caravan and play traditional games, D4
Programme is subject to change

